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 nRepeat the above with the other binaries.nIn the case of 10.1.x you may be required to add the package to /etc/apt/sources.list.nAs for all versions, download the Art Bridge Snap.nStart the Art Bridge Snap service.nSince you will likely not have the source installed, you will have to download the entire Snap,.nUnpack and configure the Art Bridge Snap.nStart the Art Bridge Snap service.nAfter a few
minutes Art Bridge should have been up and running.nCheck that Art Bridge is running and that all the fonts are installed.n NOTE: If you use the non-standard gnome-icon-theme.n-snap package and you have a font installed that you want to use with Art Bridge, you may have to configure your package manager to always install gnome-icon-theme-stable.n-snap, too.n If you want to use Art Bridge with

another set of custom GNOME 3 icons, you can change your icon theme setting in your home directory, ~/.local/share/icons/name-of-theme.n-snap.n Limitations of the Art Bridge Snap Most of the limitations for the Art Bridge Snap are identical to the Ubuntu Snap.nMasks all functionality when you create your Snaps, so you cannot access the Art Bridge Snap outside of your own system.nYou will
not be able to update or upgrade the Art Bridge Snap.nAs a security measure, the Art Bridge Snap will only allow the user root.n Getting Started with the Art Bridge First Install the Snaps First install the Art Bridge Snap.nStart the Art Bridge Snap service.n Configure the Art Bridge Snap Start the Art Bridge Snap.nFind your home directory by typing in the terminal: ~ and type in: .local/share/icons

Start Art Bridge with your preferred settings, a search term, etc.n Connect to Art Bridge To connect to Art Bridge from another computer, you will need to start Art Bridge as root, and set up a shared configuration file in ~/.local/share/icons/name-of-theme.n-snap/art-bridge-config.n-snap.nYou will also need to make a key.nQ: UIActivityIndicatorView on UIWebView I've 82157476af
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